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My White Privilege

IF 'CONTACT' IS PREVENTED,

Race Still Opens and Closes Doors

PROGRESS WILL FOLLOW SUIT

MARSfONHEFNER

"White Privilege"
a. To invest white persons with a privilege or privileges; to grant to white
persons a particular right or immuni·
ty; to benefit or favor specially white
persons; to invest white persons with
special honorable distinctions.

CARVER DISERENS

As a child I was not
blissfully ignorant of
racism but I believed
racism was a thing of
the past. It was only
after I completed a
Malcolm X research
project did I realize ,
ins ti tu tionalize d
racism affected my
everyday life. When
I
drove
through
Beverly Hills, I noticed
nearly all the people were
white. I asked myself, "Could
this be by chance?" The answer
was undeniably, "No." In the
past scientists and political
figures attempted to scientifically prove minorities were
inferior to whites but these
theories were debunked
and today we have yet to
find evidence that suggests
race is a biological
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b. To

avail oneselfofa privilege owing to one
as a white person.

Race has always been a com·
plicated topic for me. I was never
forced to deal with my whiteness
until I was in 11th grade and
studied the Civil Rights in
Modern
U.S.
History.
Unfortunately, one year is too
short to successfully reflect on my
own white privilege and in the
12th grade I took an elective that
focused on racism, classism, sex·
ism, homophobia, etc.
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Let me start off by saying that
in my time at Trinity, I have witnessed a great deal of
progress in terms of
improved campus climate. In the past
year or so, I have
seen many cooperative
events
being held by
with
backgrounds
and different interests. In that
same time, I
have read far more
literature concerned with
campus climate and have had
many more discussions on
how best to improve it, than I
ever remember doing before.
However, we have not progressed to a satisfactory point
and we must ask ourselves
why this is the case? What is
impeding our progress?
Gordon Allport, giant in the
field of social psychology, is
famous for his 1954 book, The
Nature of Prejudice. In it,
Allport famously asserts a "contact theory'' where he argues
that, given specific parameters,
the most effective way to

see RACIST on page 5

Programs Perpetuate
Segregated Student Body
IlANABROWN

of the freshmen class
arnves.
Before attending the
Welcome events, I assumed
the main purpose of the
PRIDE weekend was for
students of color to get to
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fm an interracial woman; my
mother is white and my father is
black. I tend not to identify with
either one of these races for many
reasons, mainly because I don't
believe it's necessary for me to
choose one race or the other. Th
choose either black or white
would be to negate a part of my
identity and the existence of both
my parents. It is from this perspective that I write. As an
incoming freshman of color, I was
invited to PRIDE's Welcome
Weekend, which is an orientation-like program for students of
color the weekend before the rest

reduce prejudice between people
of different backgrounds is to
increase their contact with each
other. The most common paradigm for his theory is an educational setting, with parameters
set up to make status within the
group equal, where group members work towards common goals
and where cooperation is supported institutionally. This theory has been strongly supported
with subsequent research, most
notably from Linda Tropp and
Thomas Pettigrew. Fundamental
change at Trinity, or in any other
population, is only attainable
with wide cooperation between
diverse groups of people.
The first and most obvious
barrier to social change on campus is the fact that there are prejudiced individuals amongst us.
Every so often we are reminded
of the racism, homophobia, sexism, etc. that exist on campus
when an individual makes their
ignorance a public spectacle.
These individuals are certainly
the primary detriment, thank
you, Captain Obvious. So, why do
these behaviors continue to happen? And why hasn't there been a
more unified effort to combat
them? The answers to these
questions are multi-faceted, but I
will attempt to examine what I

see 'US VS. THEM' on page 5

Trinity Needs More
Social Interaction
ALBERTO MARTINEZ
Humankind's greatest tool is the ability to
challenge the status
quo. It is this tool
that
has
enabled us
to build
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our civilizations ever better, ever
stronger. It is what allows us to
reach for what previous generations have deemed unattainable.
It keeps us testing the limits of the

see STUDENT on page 5
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orations; he National Electoral Victory of Barack Obama; and die News, Recently Received, that Mr.

Obama had Won 56 Percent of the Vote in Terrell County, Ga., the Site of Claude Sitton's Sasser Dispatch of July 26, 1962
JACK CHATFIEID
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band of abolitionists - including women
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turbed citizens" broke into the hall,
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adulation. In Philadelphia - home to the
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"OBAMA" The headline seemed a joyful

boldly proclaimed that they were ''bound

Continental Congress, where Independence
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with [the slaves] in chains." "It is through
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like a song, and ought to be. For plain

Grimke told the "Christian women" of the

whites - now gathered to oondemn an
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activist; loving husband and father; some·

words may fail us as we weigh the historic

South. "Above all, try to persuade your

institution which both Thomas Jefferson

said Alexis de 'Ibcqueville, who toured

time religious mystic; teacher; hlker;

meaning of November 4. Eight of the first

husband, father, brothers and sons, that

and Theodore Weld denounced as an

America in the early 1830's, had he seen a
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twelve men to become President of the
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unchecked tyranny and which the born·
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hnprisoned on insurrection charges

United States were slave-owners who

Grimke's words were uttered at a safe dis·
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ion than the United States. 'Ibcqueville

in Americus, Georgia, Lat.e spring 1963.
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might have held Mr. Obama and his fam·

tanre from Charleston, where more than

killer of the free, sovereign, God-instructed

was blind to the power that "moral sua·

ily as chattels personal They were not evil

two dozen stoic black men had been

oonscience

- this appalling spectacle

sion'' would exert in the near future; but

men. But under the prevailing laws and

hanged seriatim after the Vesey "oonspira:

seems to have unhinged a sireable seg-
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the danger posed by what Madison - the
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Barack and Michelle Obama would have

seven seas were jailed as potential sedi·

ing news that people espousing the pure

been separated from one another, never to
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But even in the North, the

principles of the Declaration had somehow
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The front page of the November 5 edi·

clinician of the republican order - had
ailloo. an • ~ overbearing'' maprity.
see PROFESSOR on page 8
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ACCOUNTABILITY CRITICAL TO SUCCESS
Trinity College fails, to
a certain extent, to hold its
students accountable for
their actions. For example,
students who commit
crimes of academic dishonesty, while brought before
the Honor Council, are
offered a certain protection by the College.
Legally, we're adults. But,
at Trinity, I think we're
being babied.
Why shouldn't students, who make conscious decisions that violate the laws set forth by
the College, or even by the
government, be granted
any sort of privacy? When
a student is academically
dishonest, he or she is
actively demonstrating
blatant disrespect for the
efforts put forth by every
member of the Trinity
community. And, in the
many
instances
I've
encountered during my
tenure with the Tripod in
which the Hartford Police
Department
releases
information that the
College doesn't, I just don't
get the point. Who is being
protected from whom? And
why is Trinity so protective?
I believe that students
who disregard Trinity's
Code of Conduct actively

submit to serving as examples to the community.
Without these examples,
students are left wondering whether or not rules
are even being broken.
And, if so, whether or not
this is actually a problem,
in the College's opinion. I
can't express how many
times, when researching
articles for the Tripod, I've
encountered a roadblock
in the form of "no comment" from various deans
and Campus Safety officers. Why aren't we given
an opportunity to discuss
and rectify the problems
occuring at Trinity?
Accountability
may
also be realized in other
ways. How many times
have you walked down the
paths at Trinity, passing
students who, rather than
greet you, avert their
eyes? At my boarding
school, there was an
enforced practice where
students were required to
acknowledge each other on
the paths, whether in the
form of conversation, or
even a smile. In doing this,
students were holding
themselves accountable to
one another. Rather than
implying: "I don't know
you. You aren't a part of
my world," students were

communicating, "Hello.
You're part of the community. My community." This
illustrated a
certain
respect, and an effort to
connect to every individual on campus on a more
personal level.
I'm not saying that this
is needed, or even possible,
at Trinity. I'm saying that
students need a reminder
that we're all m this
together; that, only together, are we strong. At Duke
University, every matriculating student agrees to a
statement similar to
Trinity's Code of Conduct.
Their signatures are then
framed and mounted in
the student center for
their tenure, serving as a
frequent reminder of
what,
exactly,
the
University stands for and
what, exactly, they agreed
to upon entry. Trinity
would benefit from implementing a similar meas·
ure: a simple symbolic gesture that serves to remind.
Only with an increased
accountability to self and
others can Trinity begin to
combat the issues of
Campus Climate that currently exist.
Elizabeth Brown '09
Tripod Editorial Staff

All of us at Trinity cer
tainly applaud the Tripods
staff for thinking of such an
important issue to raise,
especially now as the
United States prepares for
the
inauguration
of
President-elect
Barack
Obama, an event of inter
national importance from
any number of angles, not
the least of which is that a
multi-racial man with
impeccable educational credentials will be sworn in as
President of the United
States at the most complex
time to face our country
since Franklin Delano
Roosevelt's first inaugural
in 1933.
What President-elect
Obama said in the first sentence of his acceptance
address m Chicago (an
address worthy of FDR or
Cicero) is true: his is the
American dream writ large
come true. I was recently
at a meeting of the
Consortium On Financing
Higher Education presidents at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology in
Boston. One of our number
remarked that the Obama
story is all the proof that
one needs for the singular
role of education: here is
this young man from a
multi-racial and multinational background who
wins scholarships at both
Columbia and then at
Harvard and who then
wins election to the highest
office in the land and one of
the tiny number of such
offices on the planet.
So what lessons should
we glean? How does his
election comment upon the
national dialogues that
have ensued since we, your
parents and teachers of a
certain age today, were
your age, in college our
selves,
listening
to
President John F. Kennedy,
then to Senator Bobby
Kennedy, to Dr. Martin
Luther King, to Adlai
Stevenson, to Mrs. Eleanor
Roosevelt? The commentators remarked time and
again that even a few short

years ago, such an incredibly uplifting feat would
have been unimaginable,
and yet it occurred.
Where does that leave
us, here at Trinity? On one
hand, my own experience
in four very different institutions in very different
parts of the country (two
research universities, one
in Missouri, Washington
University where we were
for 17 years, the other in
Texas,
at
Southern
Methodist University, eight
years at a liberal arts college in Michigan, and now
going on five as president
here at Trinity) would lead
me to believe that whatever issues are germane in
American society as a
whole will be germane on
college and university campuses because we are
microcosms of society at
large.
I do not for a
moment believe
that
Trinity is any more intoler
ant than my other three
academic homes or that
racism or sexism or homophobia are more prevalent
here than elsewhere.
The world is not a per
feet place, yet the eternal
optimist in me will always
look to the vast changes
that have occurred not only
in the United States but
also on American college
and university campuses
and will be incredibly
proud, and not a little
amazed, with the progress
we have made. Faculties
are far more diverse today
than was the case but a
short while ago. Recall
that Professor Marjorie
Butcher was the FIRST
woman ever appointed to
the faculty at Trinity, in the
Department
of
Mathematics, more than
50 years ago. And look
today at the percentage of
female faculty or at the faculty of color who labor here
in the academic vineyards.
This is a very far cry from
my own experience at your
age: women faculty existed
at the University of
Vrrginia but nearly all were
in the School of Nursing. I
cannot recall a single faculty member of color. My

buddies and I decided to
boycott the bids all of us
received from the fraternity
system at UVa because one
of our best friends, who was
related to Senator Edward
Brooks, the first AfricanAmerican senator, from
Massachusetts, was not
altogether welcome in the
social system then in place,
so we decided to form our
own social system whereby
David
was
welcome
because he was our friend.
And a lot of the credit
must go to the young.
Forty plus years ago, the
young were among the
most dedicated supporters
of those who sought to rid
the U.S. of the segregationist baggage of our hist.ory,
those who supported the
Civil Rights Acts and those
who worked against our
country's involvement in
the tragic war in Southeast
Asia. And today, all of you
are so much like our own
three children. Our children do not care a fig about
Bishop Gene Robinson's
sexual preferences. They
are wildly proud that
Senator Obama is our
President-elect. They care,
as do so many of you, about
what we can do for our fractured planet and world.
They care about fighting _
against injustice awl
racism when it rears its
head, as they care about
sustainability as we continue to pollute the Earth.
And Trinity is the one
place where if each of you
as students do not find a
more perfect and more
open space, I fear that you
may never once experience
such an environment in
your adult lives. As the
semester rolls towards
examinations and then
winter break, I would like
to hold that rally on the
Mather Quad in my mind,
as you students proclaimed
your own views that racism
had no place in YOUR
school. What better a picture to hold as we move for
ward to make the campus
the best possible place for
anyone to spend the four
formative undergraduate
years of their lives.

OPEN DIALOGUE CRITICAL TO SUCCESS
Student
The
Government Association
(SGA) and The Trinity
Tripod have come together
to address what we believe
to be the most significant
issue that our college community
faces.
Discrimination based on
race, sexual orientation, or
other forms of hate are not
new to Trinity College. In
the last few years, however, these types of issues
have been labeled as problems of "campus climate."

Our hope is that this publication will serve as a
forum for constructive and
sustained conversation.
This paper was organized
and published because we
think that open and honest discussion is the only
way that we as a community can truly engage one
another, understand one
another, and move beyond
tolerance together.
The college community
has employed a myriad of
strategies over the past

two years, which have
yielded mixed results. The
college administration has
focused on the bureaucratic barriers, faculty members have focused on the
curriculum, and students
have been reevaluating
our social scene. Yet, we
are all troubled to continue to experience instances
of hate and discrimination.

SGA Editorial Board
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RESPONSE TO RACISM MUST BE CALCULATED
HATEFUL COMMENTS SHOULD NOT BE HEEDED
KRYSTAL RAMIRFZ
CLASS OF 2010

Perhaps it's because I'm
from Houston, Texas, where
the population demographics
break down as follows: 41 percent Hispanic, 30 percent
White, 24 percent Black, 5 percent Asian. More perspective:
my high school was 64 percent
Hispanic, 21 percent White, 10
percent Black, 5 percent Asian.
My next-door neighbors to one
side are from El Salvador, to
the other a white family, across
the street a Vietnamese couple, and the house behind us, a
black family. I guess I've just
always grown up being surrounded by diversity, at home,
at school, in my city, and so
intolerance isn't something
that has particularly affected
me personally. Now sure, when
I go to Macy's I always find
myself being followed by an old
white lady who's making sure I
don't steal something, and I
always get asked for my ID at
the register when paying with
a credit card, even though the
white woman that just checked
out in front of me wasn't asked
for it, but those small
instances of racism don't

change my lifestyle or cause
me too much strife. They are
mild annoyances, just like
when all of the junk mail I get
is in Spanish or when the telemarketers call and address me
in "my native tongue," because
clearly since my last name is
Ramirez, I must not know
English ...
In general though, I've
never had my property vandal·
ized, I've never had slurs used
to describe me. Why? In a
place like Houston, very much
the epitome of how I hope
America will one day look,
there's no room for the bullshit
we experience here at Trinity.
You're honestly better off just
moving elsewhere, because
you'd live your whole life
freaking out about all of the
minorities in your face 24/7.
And of course those that are
bigoted do exist and spout
their nonsense in Houston (it
is Texas, after all), but it is in
fact they that are in the minor·
ity. Our College, however, is
nowhere near this level of
acceptance for others, I realize,
and in some ways, we have to
face the reality that we can't
really change the opinions of
others, but we can change our
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own mindsets.
I want to specifically
address those of us who are
targeted here, the people that
get called names, that are
mocked, that are harassed
because of the color of our skin.
I never let it get me down. I
hardly pay attention to it,
actually. To acknowledge those
kinds of worthless actions and
words only gives them ere·
dence and power. Eleanor
Roosevelt said it best: "No one
can make you feel inferior
without your permission." I
will never give anyone the sat·
isfaction of making me feel
somehow like a lesser being. If
people can't deal with the fact
that I happen to have a greater
concentration of melanin than
they do, it's really not my prob·
lem but theirs, because I'm
here. I am here, and I am here
to stay.
I can understand getting
your feelings hurt or being out·
raged, and yes, I do once in a
while have those kinds of reactions, but I don't let others'
stupidity and ignorance break
my stride. Yes, everyone has
free speech rights, and I wel·
come opinions different from
mine, but I draw the line at lis·

WHY BOTHER?
tening to and taking heed of
comments like, "you seem like
a latina who's dating a cau·
casian. why not date a Latino?
are you scared of having a
baby by a brown man?" It's
ludicrous and ultimately not
worth my time or concern. I
frankly have better things to
worry about. And better yet, I
especially like it when people
underestimate me. If someone
wants to write me off as a
"simian creature," by all
means, please do. It makes it
just that much easier for me to
pass you by and leave you
scratching your head in a cloud
of dust wondering how the hell
that Mexican got the job, or
aced the test, or whatever.
Overall, while I definitely
support my peers' more proac·
tive efforts to improve our
school's social climate, you
won't see me in the trenches
trying to convert racist students or get them expelled or
having forums that in the end
just preach to the choir. I'd
rather let the prejudiced be
consumed with their anger and
hate while I focus on proving
myself to be a badass, not
dwelling on the idiocy of the
narrow-minded.
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Last month before heading to Hillelapalooza, two
friends and I started dis·
cussing diversity. One of my
friends insisted that he does
not value diversity and does
not feel it matters in his life.
I knew I did not agree with
his sentiments but I had
trouble articulating what
diversity means to me.
I
responded by saying how ter·
rible my People and Culture
of the Caribbean course
would be without the stu·
dents in the class who are
from the Caribbean. I feel
the class is incredibly
enriched by these students'
perspectives and experiences. Instead of just read·
ing about the culture, my
classmates
teach
me
through their own stories.
Still, I do not feel satisfied
with this conversation, so I'd
like to ask this very same
question: why does diversity
matter to me? We're taught
it is good to be exposed to
many different types of people, but why is this? While
it's clear to me how the
Caribbean
students
my class, how
would having Caribbean co·
orkers enhance my ability
todo my job? Why do compa·
'es actively seek and pro·
ote diversity? Why would
·)'ersity be important to a
dent of color?

In high school I became
fascinated by diversity as I
explored and participated in
many groups concerning
social injustice. When it was
time to look for colleges, I
placed such a value on diver·
sity and chose to attend
Mount
Holyoke
College
(MHC). However, during my
time at MHC, I learned that
my idea of diversity was
naive. While diversity is still
important to me, its meaning
in niy life has changed.
Having spent a semester at a
college that prides itself in
diversity I learned the reali ·
ty of diversity is harsh. In
fact during my first months
at MHC, the students of
color spoke out on multiple
occasions of their unhappi·
ness with the community. As
I sat at the forums dis·
cussing race on campus, and
as I listened to documen taries made by students of
color revealing the reality of
the so-called great diversity
on campus I was shocked. I
had been shocked that day
for many reasons, including
my na:ivete. I realized my
understanding of diversity
was limited. I began ques·
tioning what diversity was.
Is it the amount of interna·
tional students at a school?
Is it the amount of students
of color at a school? Is it the
ratio of male to female pro·
fessors? I was disappointed
that the school I had been
attracted to because of its

diversity would lend itself to
discontent.
How can an
atmosphere of diversity
translate into discontent?
This experience is evi ·
de nee to me that even if
Trinity was as racially
diverse as MHC, racial ten·
sions and in tolerance would
still exist. I don't think the
solution is solely to make a
campus diverse.
In fact,
MH C is not even accepted as
diverse according to many
students of color on campus
who dislike the lack of
domestic students of color.
Besides this issue I feel it is
important that institutions
create policies, events, courses, requirements, and orien·
tation programs to educate
students on diversity. All of
us come from different back·
grounds
and experience
interacting with people of
different cultures. At the
town hall meeting last
month, a student said he
never experienced racism
until he came to Trinity.
Like him, many other stu dents from the U.S. and
other countries are from
homogeneous areas with little exposure to people with a
variety of races. For these
reasons it almost makes
sense why tensions would
exist and people would not
always relate the way we'd
like in an ideal world.
I realize now that diversi·
ty is more than just a statis·
tic or the colors of faces in a

IBRAHIM DIAILO
CLASS OF 2011

The term "Campus Climate"
may be new at Trinity, but the
issues are not. For over a
decade,
the
Student
Government Association (SGA)
sought venues to make a difference in the so-called "campus
climate," and one solution was
the
creation
of
the
Multicultural Affairs Council
(MAC), formally known as the
Minority Affairs
Council.
Today, the Vice President of
MAC is among the four execu·
tive board members of the
SGA. This Council brings
together the leaders of all of the
cultural organizations on cam·
pus to discuss ways to make
Trinity a more welcoming envi·
ronment.
Today, the leaders of the dif·
ferent cultural organizations
on campus work tirelessly to
provide a social life for many
students. Their leadership and
the commitment of the SGA
transformed this campus in
many ways. A recent example
is the Thanksgiving Feast in
which over 600 students
enjoyed student performances
and food from the different cul·
classroom. Diversity to me tural organizations. Small·
also means a school that is scale cultural events are
not comprised of all jocks, all becoming more and more inclu ·
partygoers, and bookworms' sive to the general body, as we
or all women. Now, I recog· saw evidence of in the Psi
nize the difference between Upsilon (Psi U) collaboration
the idealistic and the realis· with the Caribbean Student
tic. I want Trinity College to Association on a clothes drive.
be a community where diver- There are many events of this
sity is celebrated and indi· sort taking place at Trinity and
viduals are open to one it will take this sort of commit·
another and not just con· ment to make a difference on
sumed with their own caus· our campus.
I believe students of all
es.
The other comment I told backgrounds will play a role in
my friend that night was making Trinity a better place.
how limited our knowledge The cultural organizations
would be if we were always need to be more open and wel·
only surrounded by people coming to the student body. In
exactly like ourselves. What return, the student body as a
could we bring to the table if whole needs to reach out more
everyone had the same opin· and take advantage of it an: the
Salsarengue,
ions, experiences, clothing, fraternities,
orientations,
ethnicities, Night Fire, the '80s dance, etc.
etc.? I suggested that if I It is understandable that not
never knew a single gay per- everyone feels that they must
son, how could I have any be part of those who organize
knowledge or understanding events on campus, or fight to
about gay-related issues? He make sure their social life is
replied, "Well, that's how I well institutionalized; however,
feel about women's issues, in order to make Trinity a bet·
like abortion. as well as gay ter place, every student must
rights issues like gay mar· participate.
riage - the decisions don't
affect me, so therefore I
should not be the one making
SGA and the Tripod
decisions that change other
invited all students to
people's lives." Even if my
submit pieces on campus
friend does not recognize the
climate. The pieces
value I see in diversity, I am
included in this issue
happy that he respects peo·
are a selection of
ple's rights to make decisions
those received.
to impact their own lives.
What does diversity mean to
you?

KNOWING IMPORTANCE OF DIVERSITY ESSENTIAL
JOCELYN SCHUR

COUNCIL
BRIDGES
GAP
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STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS ENCOURAGE A MORE DIVERSE ENVIRONMENT
continued from page 1
know one another, which was successfully accomplished over the
weekend.
However, it seemed t.o me that
the College's intentions for this
weekend was not simply t.o provide
a comfortable place t.o meet new
people, but t.o prepare students of
color for the '1:rinity experience",
life in an environment t.o which
they were not accustomed. By
adding this "educational'' aspect t.o
the weekend, the school makes
some problematic assumptions.
First, that students of color are different from the rest of the student
body (different enough that they
need a special introduction t.o get
used to life at Trinity) and seoond,
students of color must necessarily
form bonds with other students of
color in order t.o find a comfortable
place at Trinity.
The school assumes students of
color will not be able to handle life
at Trinity, because they aren't used
to rigorous academics, they're the
first in their family to attend college, they (unlike the rest of the
student body) are on a full or partially full scholarship and without
such a generous scholarship could
not attend Trinity, and <hecause
they'll be too busy doing school
work) will not participate in
Trinity's social life (i.e. the frat
scene).
I felt uncomfortable at
Welcome Weekend the entire time
because my school had put me into
a group based on assumptions they
made due to my race. However, my
personal experiences did not mat.ch

Trinity's assumptions. rm not the
first person in my family t.o attend
college (both my parents did) and I
don't receive any financial scholar
ship from the school. Also, I was
more than prepared for the rigorous academics of Trinity (despite
my inner city public school education) and rve been to just about
every fraternity at Trinity College.
PRIDE's Welcome Weekend is
not the only Admissions event that
categorizes students unnecessarily,
viewing them not as individuals
but as a group with predetermined
qualities. There's a preview weekend specifically for students of color
in October, and for VIP days, students of color are allowed t.o stay
overnight.
Before even attending one
class, students of color are told by
the Administration of their very
school they are not like their peers;
consequently they create an
"Usfrhem" mentality. Not only
does this assume that students of
color will have similar experiences,
but it also assumes that there is a
normative white experience at the
College. Neither of these state·
ments is true, but both are emphasized during Welcome Weekend.
While I believe racism exists
within the student body, there are
plenty of students, of all races, at
this school who are anti-racist, and
plenty of students who are genuinely concerned with making
Trinity's climate a diverse one. The
Greek system is an excellent exam·
pie of this: Students from diverse
backgrounds, of different sexualities, of different races can be found
at fraternities and sororities at

Trinity. Greek organizations even
make efforts t.o hook up with other
student organizations that promote diversity such as Tomple of
Hip· Hop and Hillel. Moreover,
there are other student-run organizations, such as EROS, T-SOAR,
and The Fred, which do wonderful
things t.o increase diversity and
acceptance on campus.
In my opinion, the student
body does a great job t.o include
everyone and to see each student
as
an
individual.
The
Administration needs to step up
and legitimize the students' efforts.
rm calling for improvement from
the top-down.
Personally, I have never had a
negative racial experience at
Trinity. However, just because I, as
a student of color, have not personally dealt with racism at Trinity
and feel quite comfortable at
Trinity, there are students of color
who do feel uncomfortable at
Trinity and do encounter racism
regularly. Like most students, I
usually encounter racism at
Trinity when something ''big'' happens, like the recent post on Web
site Trintalk.com. However, the
''big'' incidences that occur every
few years make up just a fraction of
racist incidences on campus.
Although the administration tends
t.o label these incidents as isolated,
they are not. Here, the College
makes the mistake of not viewing
or addressing the problem as systemic. Racism is alive and well on
this campus, just like it is in the
rest of the country. But, the College
is effectively able fu wash their
hands of the issue. It's a lot easier

for the Administration to point fingers at individuals than t.o take
responsibility for the climate they
promote.
So, you may ask, what can
Trinity do t.o make a positive
impact on campus climate? With
regards to these "isolated'' incidents, I believe that Trinity should
have a no tolerance policy for acts
of overt racism, just like the no-t;olerance policy for physical assault.
Just about every student knows
this policy, and fve witnessed multiple incidences where students
st.opped themselves or another student from engaging in physical violence because of the consequences
they would face if they did (expulsion from school). If the College had
a similar policy regarding racism,
sexism, and homophobia, perhaps
a student may think twice before
engaging in hateful actions.
Another thing that the College
can do t.o reduce hatred is to use
the position of ''Dean of
Multicultural Affairs" t.o its full
advantage. Currently, Karla
Spurlock-Evans holds this position.
Most students don't even know
who she is, which I believe is
indicative of her performance. Her
position at Trinity offers great possibilities for improving diversity at
Trinity, but she falls short of fulfilling the job description.
The
President of the College does not
put pressure on her and does not
demand enough from this position.
Programs
like
PRIDE's
Welcome Weekend and a Preview
Weekend only for students of color
separate students mentally and
physically before school even

begins. I don't think these things
are responsible for racial separatism at the school, but they cer
tainly are part of the problem.
While I think it's important to have
multicultural
organizations,
events aren't multicultural if they
don't take into aocount that stir
dents of color, just like white stir
dents, have different, individualized, experiences at this school. I
think getting students of color
together, even before they come t.o
Trinity or know if they're coming t.o
Trinity, is an excellent idea.
However, these events should not
exist as training programs for students to learn how to "deal'' with
therestofthestudentbody.
One of the things that I love
most about Trinity is the great education that I am receiving.
However, our school's education
must be lacking if students aren't
being taught, through experience,
about diversity. When departments are up for review, the
administration should consider
how a given department incorpo·
rates issues regarding race, gender,
class, and sexuality. Students
shouldn't be able t.o receive a
Trinity education without learning
about these issues and their
impact on our lives.
If our school truly values diver
sity, they should promote it in both
academic and social life. There are
students (and professors) who are
doing their part of improving the
campus climate. It's time for the
Administration to implement cer
tain changes and make it known
that 'Il-inity is not a place wtm3
intolerance is tolerated.

We tUk.ed c1tudentc1 ...
What specific ~e relating to Campus Climate
do you believe to be the most prevalent at Trinity College?
I don't think it's racism. I think other people don't
interact ... and are oblivious to each other.

-Shaun Hoang '12
I would say class issues, because there is such a
split in incomes.

-Rachel Riendeau '12
I would say class too. They judge you because you
come from a certain area.

Last Saturday night I overheard some frat brothers telling a bartender that was from out of town
that Psi U was the best place to go because "they
keep a good ratio." It was nice to know I was con·
sidered a ratio.

-Sarah Jenkins '09
Sexism is prevalent every weekend at the frats,
and TrinTalk.com has so many posts like ''Who is
the tannest girl at Trin?" I'm surprised this issue
doesn't come up more often.

·Sarah Blanks '10

-Monica Au-Yeung '12

I don't really have a problem with Trinity.

-Daisy Tan '1 0
There is a lack of social alternatives on the weekends, and people
judge how people choose to spend their social
time.

-Amanda Tramont '09
Probably Hartfordfl'rinity relations, and people
who assume things
about Hartford.

Racism and classism. It's sort of tied together.

-Kendra Gedney '11
I believe social class to be the most prevalent as,
often times, people's impressions of each other are
defined by the family income associated with their
neighborhood, hobbies, clothing, etc.

-Arantxa Jan Medina '12
I would say that the class disparity/large gap is the
most prevalent at Trinity. That is, there are too
many students from very "well-off' backgrounds,
very little-to no middle class and a large amount of
students from low-class backgrounds.

-Betsy M. Perez '10

-Carly Westman '11
The social exclusion of fraternities.
Apathy. I feel like a lot of people just don't care. I
don't if it's because they can't relate, or what. It's
not just campus climate issues, but politics, too. I
feel like here there aren't as many intellectual con·
versations as at other schools. As someone that's
biracial, I guess I'm more sensitive to the racial
issues, but since I don't look like a minority people
don't talk to me about it, I guess. Also, I hear a lot
of people complain about the new cultural requirements because they don't see the value of it, which
is annoying and kind of sad.

-Melissa Katz '09
Every year I've been here there's been a racist
incident. People don't talk about homophobia as
much, but I feel like it's as big of an issue if not
more. I've personally experienced something every
year along the lines of racism.

Lack of interaction between different socioeconomic groups. There is
a distinction between prep schools and public
school kids.

·Peter Holland '09

·Courtney Chaloff '12

-Will Moreton '12
I am concerned of the fact that there is a huge
class/racial mixture of people at Trinity College,
something that other colleges around the country
lack and we should be proud of our diversity, but
sadly we cannot even get in touch and embrace it.
A huge percentage of our school fails to acknowledge the fact that people will be much different
from each other but never want to leave their
comfort zone.

-Chioma Viola Ozuzu '12
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"Us vs. THEM" MENTALITY HAS BECOME "Us AND THEM"
continued from page 1
feel is one important aspect of
them.
Clearly there is a deep desire
to eliminate hate and prejudice
on campus. There is no stronger
evidence of this than the rally
against racism hosted by Trinity
Students Organized Against
Racism (T-SOAR) on Oct. 27. The
turnout was quite substantial
and students from innumerable
backgrounds and campus groups
were present to show their support.
At the event, various speakers stood at the podium in order
to rally the crowd into a feeling of
unity and to inspire a message of
contempt for prejudice in all
forms. Unfortunately, what has
stuck with me from the rally
were not those inspiring comments, but rather, comments
made by Associate Professor of
Sociology Johnny Williams. In
his speech, Prof. Williams talked
about how he avoids these types
of rallies because they are ineffective or as he put it, "bullshit."
Soon after the rally, Williams'
comments were criticized as
being offensive and disparaging
to the students who worked hard
to organize the event.
The following week, Williams
submitted a letter that was published in The Tripod in which he
defended himself saying, ''My
comments were in no way
intended or should be taken as a
put down of the students who
organized the protest." I take solace in the fact that his comments
were not intended to be a put
down, but, at the same time,
they were perceived as such, and
that is what is important.
Perception is reality and many

students were offended by Prof.
Williams' comments, thus, intent
is irrelevant. I understand that
this single comment was not the
crux of his argument, but the
fact remains, it was perceived as
a put down to those who work
extremely hard in order to enact
social change on campus, and it
was, at best, counterproductive.
I'll admit it. I'm mildly fascinated with Prof. Williams.
Having taken a class with him, I
will say that he requires you to
think in ways you probably
never have and he often makes
you feel uncomfortable about the
way in which you are experiencing your life at Trinity. 1 appreciate his push to think out of the
box and his efforts to take students out of their comfort zones.
What bothers me is that he
preaches a need for change, and
at the same time, actively undermines it.
The power of stereotypes,
especially at Trinity, is extensive
and pervasive. These stereotypes
are especially influential for
first-year students who have not
yet experienced the real Trinity. I
witness the power of such firmly
held beliefs all the time. I am a
member of the Psi Upsilon fraternity and multiple times, every
semester, I have had individuals
express shock when they learn
this fact. When I ask them why, a
typical response resembles some·
thing like, 'Well, you're not an
asshole." I'm not looking for affirmation one way or another; no
doubt there have been individuals with varying social manners
and moral standards who have
been part of my fraternity in the
past. I may have even once been
that stereotype in some people's
minds. My point is, somewhere

along the line, stereotypes arise
here, and they often go
unchecked and unchallenged.
Recently, Trinity has taken to
hosting a PRIDE (Promoting
Respect for Inclusive Diversity
Education) weekend for incom·
ing minority and international
students to attend before freshman orientation starts. Trinity
no doubt poses quite a culture
shock for many of these students
and so the school uses this weekend to try and help these students adjust and be prepared for
what life will be like once everyone else arrives on campus.
In the recent past, Prof.
Williams has given a talk during
the weekend. A friend, minority
student, and fellow senior
attended his presentation in the
fall of 2005. The student told me
that Williams' message was
clear: minority students need to
band together because Trinity is
an institution that fosters racism
and for the next four years it will
essentially be minority students
versus the white kids. He went
on to say that the minority students differ from their white
counterparts because white students at Trinity take their education for granted and spend most
of their time socializing, drinking
and doing drugs.
Let me say right off that I
was not present for this speech,
so I can neither confirm nor deny
this student's appraisal of it.
Regardless, this student was
present and this is how that individual perceived his message.
Again, Pm sure that Prof.
Williams did not hinge his entire
presentation on these sentiments and furthermore, I hope
he would say that the student
misinterpreted the meaning of

STUDENT COMPLACENCY PROBLEMATIC
continued from page 1
word "impossible."
After the many conversations
and meetings that have taken
place on the issue of racial relations within out community, one
thing has become increasingly
evident: here at Trinity College,
we are awakening to the stark
reality of a school discontented
with "the way things are." In all
these talks, the status quo has no
doubt been questioned. The
yearning for something better
clearly exist within us.
Now, it is time to fully challenge that around us that we
have deemed below us. We must
challenge the self-imposed segregation within our social circle
along with the underculture of
bigotry that every so often rears
it.s ugly head.
If we are to be successful, the
effort to mount this challenge
must come from all directions.
Perhaps more teachers could
organize excursions with students into an area of Hartford
that relates to the subject of
study of their classes. Pushing
students to work in groups where
they are forced to interact with
people of different backgrounds
could no doubt be a step in the
right direction. The administration could also play its part by

encouraging the organization of
more events that would appeal to
a broader range of students.
The bulk of the work, however, is to be done by the students.
'lb expect those above us to fix
our problems for us is to submit
to complacency. Complacency is
the last resort of one who has no
will to betterment, and this we
cannot tolerate from ourselves. In
order to improve racial relations
in our school, as is true in any
attempt to improve any aspect of
our institution we must take
active steps. Make an effort to
meet new people and to hear new
ideas. Do not feel afraid to interact with people you might not
usually feel comfortable with.
Fear, after all, is the antithesis of
progress.
Some of the best places for
meeting people from different
backgrounds are the cultural
houses. I have seen many great
conversations between very
diverse groups of people take
place in the Asian American
Student Association (AASA)
house. It's that type of interaction
that we need to improve race
relations at our school. I strongly
encourage anyone to attend the
cultural events hosted by these
very welcoming places.
For those of us who are politically inclined, a forum to discuss

different ideas regarding international relations would certainly
attract students from different
backgrounds. A social event, possibly with food and refreshments,
focused around the discussion of
a certain world occurrence could
provide such a forum. For those
whose interests do not include
politics, organizing something
around a common interest such
as music or the culinary aspects
of different cultures could provide
ample opportunity to interact
with people from very different
walks of life.
Though there are many possible paths to be taken in improving racial relations on campus,
one thing is certain: we must,
and we can, promote the integration of our student body. In doing
so, we promote a better understanding of the world amongst
the members of our academic
community. After all, what is the
purpose of a liberal arts educa ·
tion but to drive the search for
understanding? In fomenting
more interaction between our
various social groupings, while in
an environment where differences are respected, we take a
momentous step towards improving Trinity College's ability to
provide us with the educational
opportunities that curious minds
require.

his comments. I would retire to
my previous point, perception is
reality, and this student, among
others, left his address with this
interpretation.
While I understand that the
atmosphere on campus may
leave minority students feeling
anxious, excluded or unwelcome,
to overtly instruct them to band
together because they are about
to enter a universally hostile
environment is not only untrue,
it is egregiously counterproductive. The goal of PRIDE
Weekend, as described by Dean
of Multicultural Affairs Karla
Spurlock-Evans, via her submission in last week's Tripod, is to
help these students adjust to
social life at Trinity and to provide them with a strong support
system they can draw on to overcome difficulties in that adjustment. I empathize with the rea·
soning behind warning students
from diverse backgrounds about
possible issues they may
encounter during college; however, when anyone uses gross generalizations, they are employing
the same tactics used by individuals who spew ignorance about
the superiority of one race, gender, sexuality, or nationality over
another.
Though I have singled out a
specific individual in this article,
I ask you not to read it as a piece
that lays blame at one man's
feet. Prof. Williams is not the
only person on this campus who
creates divides. Though I strongly disagree with his message, if
anything, it is a legitimate critique against the rest of the community that a professor feels the
need to publicly voice this opinion. If he feels that this is the
only way to protect minority students on campus, perhaps we
have not done enough to prove
him wrong. Perception is his
reality, too.
This perception, in my humble opinion, harkens back to a
different time in American histo-

ry. The ''Us vs. Them" mentality
is the greater problem in this
whole debate. People (and I'm
not excused from this, if you've
been paying attention) love to
talk about how we all must come
together to enact change.
Admittedly, I still cling to many
of my youthful ideals and perhaps it is my own naivete that
makes me believe in something
as extraordinary as world peace.
Unfortunately, we are not a unified campus or a unified country.
Nevertheless, I believe we have
progressed incrementally from
an ''Us vs. Them" society towards
a "We" society, and what we have
achieved is an ''Us and Them"
society. Differences exist and
many hasten to point them out,
but, outliers aside, we are willing
to accept these differences and
embrace them. 'lb draw from a
broader example, if the recent
election has taught us anything,
it has taught us about the power
of unity in our everchanging culture. The election of Barack
Obama was not the result of con·
structing a strong support base
fortified against an oppositional
out-group. Obama realized that
a far more inclusive approach
was needed in order to garner
the support of voters. Further,
while his victory by no means
signals the end of racism in the
U.S., it is profoundly illustrative
of social change occurring in this
country. Obama reached out to
anyone and everyone during his
campaign, highlighting not that
which separates us as individuals, but that which unites us as
Americans. It appears to have
worked out pretty well for him.
The bottom line is that this
campus is poised for change. And
that is good news. The bad news
is that those who may consciously or unconsciously pit one group
of students against another,
propagating an invisible barrier
that diminishes cooperation, run
the risk that this change will
never be realized.

RACIST INSTITUTIONS OF
THE PAST STILL EXIST
continued from page 1
issue aside from the type of earwax
one has. I then asked myself, ''How
could the white race make such
blatant moves to hold back minorities?'' I believe the white majority
does not see race as an issue today.
For example, the LA riots in 1992
occurred because of the Rodney
King case but also because of the
economic, political, and social
inequalities minorities dealt with
each day. If you were to ask a rich
white person, 'What caused the
LA riots?'', the persons would likely be, ''I don't know," or that the
riots occurred for no reason at all;
suggesting that Blacks and
Hispanics one day went berserk
and st:arted breaking shit for no
reason. If you're lucky the white
person will say the riots were a
result of the Rodney King trial but
even this answer neglects the
underlying issues of class and
socioeconomic inequalities that
were and still are prevalent among

minorities.
Racism still exists today and
whites are still the beneficiaries.
My father was able to get an
$8,000 loan in the early 1930s
because he was white and used the
loan to start Playboy Enterprises.
He was allowed on talk shows to
defend his company because he
was white.
I could attend a prestigious
high school because of my father's
race and now I attend 'lhnity
College because of my father's race.
The racist institutions of the past
still affects the present and the
future. For example, I now have
the opportunity to pursue a financially rewarding career and my
future children will inherit these
opportunities as well. I simply ask
the reader to be aware of the benefits they received or didn't receive
because of their race. Look at your
family's past and see how their
race opened or closed doors. No
doubt, your ability to come to this
school is due to your parents' race.
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Students Protest

Defacement of Encouraging Respect of
Sexuality (EROS) chalkings.

Campus-wide forum hosted to discuss
recent events including the appearance of
a so-called "blackface" costume on
Halloween and the discovery of a racist
slur on a student's door.

"Discriminatory·'?
Actions of College

Campus Climate Committee (CCC)
holds inaugural meeting.

"Some Place I Call Home,".Trinity alum
Alfonso Bui documentary, debuts.

"Global Learning'' component added to
~netal @dttcatitffi. rirquirements.

Dedication of Center for Urban and
Global Studies.

All images collected from issues of The Trinity Tripod
dated from the mid-1970s to the present.
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Professor Chatfield Reflects on the Civil Rights Movement •••
continued from page 1
Today we might call it ''rule by
Dittoheads."
Young Abraham Lincoln's first
speech (inspired by atrocities in the
west) was a soaring attack on mob violence, and ended with a supercharged
peroration on the sanctity of reason and
obedience to law. I am at one with Mr.
Obama in my admiration for the lanky,
brooding Illinoisan who penned the
Emancipation Proclamation and
announced "a new birth of freedom."
But we must recall that, before 1861,
Lincoln's respect for reason, moderation, the law and the Constitution
made him very cautious on the subject
of slavery. It was not easy to chart a politics course in a country which Melville
described as marriage of "the world's
fairest hope" and "man's foulest crime."
Lincoln denounced bondage as a "monstrous injustice" which sullied the garment of the republic. He was inflexible
in his opposition to the further expansion of slavery, and in his insistence
that it be put on the road to "ultimate
extinction." But he was restrained by
the Constitution from even contemplating - let alone, threatening - Federal
intrusion into the domestic affairs of
the plantation states. Two initiatives
could nullify the protected status of
slavery: the passage of a Constitutional
amendment mandating immediate or
gradual emancipation, or givmg
Congress novel powers to be used at its
discretion; or the outbreak of a war that
would arm the commander-in-chief
with authority to confiscate the proper
ty of the enemy. The creation of the gulf
state confederacy after Lincoln's election in November of 1860 brought war,
the secession of four additional slave
states, and the violent collapse of slavery. Perhaps Providence was regulating the affairs of the republic after all!
The lower south states seceded not
because they faced an imminent threat
to their "peculiai' society but because
they knew that the anti-slavery tide
would continue to rise, and (as they
repeatedly insisted) because they had
been dishonored and reviled as the enemies of true "republicanism." Those
who say that slavery was withering
have some explaining to do. Slavery
showed no signs of decrepitude in 1860,
Mr. Obama was wrong when he said
the Constitution supplied "a solution"
to the problem of slavery. A solution!
Let the slain at Shiloh and Antietam
reply! If the war had not intervened,
and if constitutionalists like Lincoln
had been in power, federal troops might
have been used- albeit reluctantly - to
obstruct future John Browns, leaving
the bondsmen to ponder suicidal measures and southern legislators to ponder
the unthinkable. The capture and looting of a well-stocked armory by a
Gabriel Prosser, a Denmark Vesey or
an "Old Man Brown" was one of the
nightmares of the South. But it had
never happened! Many white southerners defended slavery; doubters and
hand-wringers could imagine no alter
native. In 1828, the truculent
Carolinians referred to "the great disadvantages under which [we suffer.]"
But these were the men who hoped
slavery would last forever!
But these thoughts are inspired by
the events of the present day! For there
was another item on the front page of
the Nov. 5 Times, and it set my mind in
motion. This was a story datelined
"Albany, Georgia" and flanked by photographs. All students of the '60's civil
rights movement would instantly recognize one photo as a cropped image
(taken in '62 or '63) showing three
members of the original ''Freedom
Singers" - Bernice Johnson, Cordell
Reagon and Rutha Harris. This was
the brilliant ensemble which immortal·
ized the songs pouring out of movement
centers like Albany, Birmingham or

Selma. 'lb commemorate Obama's electrifying victory, the Times had reached
back nearly a half-century to recount a
moment of creation when thousands of
black southwest Georgians inaugurated what became a sustained campaign
of non-violent resistance and political
agitation. The "moo·ment'' (as we all
called it) fought to dismantle the
galling, humiliating, infuriating system
of slights, insults, indignities and
inconveniences of caste segregation.
They fought as well to complete work
begun decades before the Civil War to
secure the full spectrum of political and
civil rights long delayed and long
denied.
Strange to tell, two students from
Trinity College - a citadel of discrete
Episcopalianism which vied with
Princeton for the honor of enrolling the
highest percentage of students whose
families were listed in the Social
Register, and whose well-heeled under
graduates must have been the greatest
benefactors of the Bass shoe corporation - were among the body of restless
Yankees who came to Albany. The
influx of youthful idealists such as
Trinity's Ralph Allen <from Melrose,
Massachusetts) and Swarthmore's
Penny Patch (a diplomat's daughter
who had lived in Germany and China)
was a pivotal development. The South
was no longer an island unto itself. on
the evening news, Americans had
watched flickering television images of
student demonstrators shrieking at the
gentle, self-effacing Autherine Lucy as
she arrived to register at the University
of Alabama. Many had seen photos of
the battered face of Emmett Till- kidnapped, beaten and killed by two men
so cocksure that they appeared with
uncovered faces at the home of Till's
grandfather and took the boy away.
The wires had not always worked to
connect the South and the nation. 1b
illustrate this, I must step back almost
another half-century - to the era of
Warren G. Harding - to recount an
event of which I had no knowledge
when I came to Albany in 1962.
In 1921, four years after President
Woodrow Wilson had informed his fel·
low citizens, his new European allies,
the German people and - as he hoped a goodly portion of the globe that the
United States was entering the
European war ''to make the world safe
for democracy," a young AfricanAmerican woman named Mary 'Turner
was seized by an inflamed white mob
near her home in Valdosta, Georgia, a
few miles from the Florida border. Her
husband, Haynes 'Turner, had been
killed in a paroxysm of racial violence
triggered by the murder of their
employer, a white planter named
Hampton Smith, for whom her late
husband had apparently harbored a
strong dislike. Grief-stricken and
anguished, Mary had flung aside the
racial code that - as she knew so well governed the delicate relations between
white and black Georgians, and recklessly assailed her husband's unknown
killers for murdering an innocent man.
A reporter for the Atlanta Constitution
told his readers that "the people" were
"angered by her remarks, as well as her
attitude." The full story of what she
then suffered at the hands of her tormentors is so horrific that I will provide
only an expurgated account. It is
enough to say here that she was bound
with ropes, hung by her feet, doused
with gasoline, and burned alive. Walter
White of the NAACP, an AfricanAmerican whose color allowed him to
pass as a Caucasian, travelled to southern Georgia to conduct a daring - nay,
death-defying - investigation of the
crime. The intrepid White quickly
identified several citizens who had witnessed or actively assisted in the tor
ture and death of Mary Turner.
"Mister," said one voluble, folksy
informant, "you ought to 've heard the

nigger wench howl." Within days,
White forwarded to Georgia Governor
Hugh Dorsey the names of 17 men who
were implicated in the crime. In reply,
White received a curt letter (perhaps a
form letter) from the governor's office
explaining that the investigation had
been futile and that no arrests would be
made.
Was this the United States? Mary
'Turner's death shocked even the most
hardened foes of lynching - a coalition
of courageous Americans ranging from
professional reformers like Walter
White to southern attorneys, legisla·
tors, local officeholders and steely-eyed
sheriffs who risked their tranquility
and even their lives to combat a crime
that had indelibly soiled the reputation
of the South and the nation. As Philip
Dray has said, some anti-lynching cru·
saders wondered whether America's
"ultimate evil - slavery - could ever be
fully dissipated." Perhaps "this power
ful force of dark evil had never really
gone away at all, but had simply atom·
ized into smaller fragments, such as
lynching, the original dose of evil fully
intact." Who could fail to be plunged
into despair by the repeated attacks on
African-American veterans - some of
them decorated - in the months following each of the two World Wars? On
occasion, the mere appearance of a uniformed black man was taken as an
intolerable affront to white sensibili·
ties. In Blakely, Georgia in 1919,
Wilbur Little was ordered to strip
naked as he departed the train station
upon his return from France, and
warned never to wear his uniform in
public again. Little defied this command, and perished- as always, "at the
hands of persons unknown." Could
Abraham Lincoln - the man who
authorized the formation of black regi·
ments during the Civil War - have
imagined that, nearly fifty years after
Appomattox, crimes such as this would
be committed with impunity in the
nation which had helped to "invent'' the
modern concept of liberty?
We know now that, when these
appalling events occurred, the plague of
lynching was abating at a steady pace,
and would continue to abate in the
years ahead. Still, one hundred such
crimes were recorded during the 1930's
- some (like the ''blowtorch" double·
lynching in Wmona CountY, Mississippi
in 1937) revealing yet again the feroci·
ty of enraged, hate-filled men. In
Washington, an anti-lynching bill died
without a murmur. As North Carolina
Senator Josiah Bailey said, the pro·
posed bill was but the "forerunner" of
legislation that would sanction
''Federal interference in local affairs."
Such an initiative would splinter the
Democratic Party by alienating the
powerful men of the solid South. We
who have witnessed - with the indis·
pensable help of resourceful historians,
some of them proud natives of the
South - the events of the last half cen·
tury or more know that when Senator
Bailey spoke, the power of the white
South as the arbiter of racial mores was
shrinking. This was due in part to an
intellectual revolution wrought by a
regiment of social scientists, politicians,
philanthropists, constitutional lawyers
and reformers, whose accomplishments
would be multiplied by the momentous
consequences of yet another war, this
one on a scale unknown to the farflung
peoples who were swept into its vortex.
Between December of 1941 and August
of 1945, millions of Americans - black
and white - became members of the
gigantic military force that was mobi·
lized to wage a two-front war in Europe
and the Pacific. Countless others joined
one of the migratory streams, the
largest and most important of which
was the one running from heavily black
counties and municipalities in the Deep
South to booming industrial centers
such as Detroit, Chicago, Los Angeles

and Seattle.
During the War and the years of
international tension that followed, it
became increasingly difficult for the
United States - now the defender of the
"free world'' against the Russian behemoth - to ignore or to explain away
what Swedish sociologist Gunnar
Myrdal called "the American dilemma":
the shameful disjunction between the
proclaimed ideals of the Declaration of
Independence and the stark racial
inequities prevailing in both North and
South. In speeches and half-rehearsed
discourses during the 1850's, Abraham
Lincoln had implored his auditors to
acknowledge the "natural rights" of
black Americans even as their "political
rights" were systematically denied. The
Declaration of Independence, he said,
was a "standard maxim" whose principles - though unachievable during the
present day - might be embraced and
triumphantly implemented by succeeding generations. During the late 1940's
and early 1950's, the justices of the
American Supreme Court - among
them, a former member of the
Birmingham chapter of the Ku Klux
Klan - were confronted by questions
which could no longer be answered as
they might have been in bygone days.
Was a roped-off law school "classroom"
in the sovereign state of Texas or
Oklahoma - a room occupied by a sin·
gle Negro American man who could not
see the lectern at which his professor
stood and who could barely hear his
words - was this a facility "equal" to the
state law school to which only white
students had full access? The day dur
ing which the "ermined Solons'' could
avoid the question had passed.
Growing up in the America of
Truman and Eisenhower - first in the
North, then the upper South - I lived in
a racially segregated world. Though I
was born in 1942, l think that, in
important respects, the experience of
my generation may resemble that of
many Trinity students today. For
Americans have not formed a unitary,
integrated culture. Irrational hatreds,
corrosive suspicions, and stubborn prejudices have been significantly eroded
and even banished. Most colleges and
universities advertise themselves as
multi-cultural havens. Professional
opportunities abound, and laws undergird a social order whose sense of equity has been recast by the triumphs of
the Second Reconstruction. The world
of sport, music, popular culture and not least - our uniformed military are
now triumphantly multi-racial. But
many of t.oday's undergraduates - and
this certainly applies to Trinity - are
likely to have come from schools, neighborhoods, cities or geographic regions
and t.o have attended churches or frequented clubs that are islands of ethnic
homogeneity. In the workplace, or at
our "dear TrinitY," the lunch tables are
an anthropologist's bonanza. In our
lives we seek the company of those with
whom we share an affinity that need
never be articulated nor explained. A
culture is an empire of subtleties. When
a group of people who share an ethnic ,
national or regional ancestry explode in
laughter at the same instant, we can be
sure that they are responding to a word
or phrase that contains a cultural
world. The pull ofrace is so powerful in
a country in which, as late as 1963, a
sixty year old African ambassador to
the United Nations, educated at
Sandhurst, Oxford or Cambridge,
wearing a $500 three-piece suit, and
reading a 700 report on famine in
Eritrea, could be physically barred from
entering a gas-station restroom on the
Baltimore-Washington connector by a
tee-shirted seventeen year old atten·
dant with a pack of Lucky Strikes in his
sleeve and a tattoo on his arm reading
"Born to Lose" - the pull is so great that
Mr. Obama, with no southern roots,
could hold a North Carolina crowd in

the palm of his hand by spinning out a
ten minute story about the Ohio cam·
paign. 'We were resting, and I wanted
some pie," during which he t.old his
fans, "And you know I like pie" [explosive laughter, hand-clapping and
cheers] "... sweet potato pie!" [more
laughter, clapping, cheers]. The signal
phrase is "you know." Of course they
did!
During my own childhood and adolescence, the gnomes of culture were at
work, and they deposited in my unsuspecting and pliable mind notions which
I regret to say I had neither the will nor
the mature understanding to resist. In
the Cabin John neighborhood of
Bethesda, Maryland, I heard thirteen
year olds make cruel remarks about the
character and culture of black
Americans. These ideas found an
anchorage within me. 1b be sure, they
were dormant rather than dynamic.
They would have died if I had forged a
friendship with a young black
American. But I inhabited an exclusively white world: I had no black companions within my age group - not even a
black acquaintance - until I entered
college in 1960.
In the Fall of 1956, leaving behind
me trail of hormones leading directly
from our home near Old Georgetown
Road to the tasteful but plain track
houses in the Bannockburn section of
Bethesda, I entered the boarding school
where I would reside for the next four
years. My new home was RandolphMacon Academy, an all-male, all-white,
Methodist-affiliated military academy
whose student body was composed of a
mix of teenagers, mostly from the Ohio
Valley or the Upper South. Moment.ous
events were unfolding on the very
doorstep of the academy: Warren
County, in which the school was locat·
ed, had closed its schools rather than
accepting a plan of desegregation in
accord with a Federal Court decree. In
Richmond,
moreover,
and
in
Washington itself, Democratic Senator
Harry Flood Byrd was spearheading
the "massive resistance" campaign (the
phrase was his invention) against what
some eminent southern statesmen
called the "unconstitutional," "dictatori·
al," "mongrelizing," "Communist·
inspired'' desegregation edict.
I knew nothing of these things.
Absorbed in my own affairs, I read no
newspaper articles except those
appearing in the sports section of The
Washington Post, copies of which were
deposited near the dining hall each day
of the week, before the "cadet corps"
marched to its breakfast of artificial
scrambled eggs, unbuttered toast, and
spongy grits. In our Methodist Sparta,
where we sang "Bringing in the
Sheaves" or ''He Walked in the Garden
With Me" in the daily chapel services,
there were no television sets. If there
had been, I might have stumbled by
accident on reports of the Mississippi
murder of fourteen-year-old Emmett
Till, the Montgomery bus boycott, or
the Little Rock desegregation crisis. It
is mortifying to recall that when I grad·
uated in June of 1960, I was unaware
that the student sit-in movement was
raging in cities all over the South,
including Richmond, Norfolk, and
Petersburg, Virginia I did not even
understand that the dairy bars and
soda shops in downtown Front Royal where we smoked our Chesterfields
and Pall Malls, and drank our vanilla
Cokes - served only white customers.
After all, this was America - avenger of
Pearl Harbor, scourge of Nazism,
guardian of mankind: the segregation
of the races I unthinkingly viewed as
part of the natural order of things.
During my junior year, I visited some
old Bethesda friends and accompanied
them to school. I was puzzled when I
found myself in a ''Problems of
Democracy'' class. For what was
"democracy'' if not an idyll, the solution
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to all problems? At my Vll'gi.nia schooL
where we all had friendly encounters
with the black custodians and kitchen
staff, I nonetheless soaked up Southern
lore. While a junior, I wrote a lady
friend several typed letters containing
didactic lectures on what I called "the
Negro problem!" I have no memory
whatsoever of these letters. Sometime
in the late seventies, a thick packet
arrived in the mail. I recognized my
friend's handwriting. There was a
short note. ''I thought these letters
would interest you," she said laconically. I read six or seven of my Meditations
on the Negro Problem. I was mortified.
I destroyed the letters.
Thanks to friends like Ron Spencer,
George Will, and Ralph Allen, within a
year of my arrival at Trinity, I had
begun to know something of the social
and political order into which I had
been born. How I loved my dear Trinity!
The undergraduate body was studded
with characters. There were worldclass pranksters, one of whom dressed
as a nun and careened through
Hartford in a convertible, cursing and
waving a bottle of whiskey. There were
nineteen-year-old poets whose nourishment seemed to come from cigarettes
and coffee alone, and who never left
their dorm rooms without thick binders
containing their Collected Works. Peers
such as George Will - his one-liners
zinging like bullets - became tutors and
guides. Paperback books, some possessing a transformational power, cost
$2.95 plus tax. Many among the professoriate earned our deep respect. But,
significantly, the vital reading "assignments" came from the circle of friends
in which we moved. It was imperative
to trace the roots of the present discontents. The most important books were
not simply "useful" or ''informative,"
but revelatory.
In the Tripod office, the sound of
clicking typewriters was like a symphonic prelude announcing the coming
of the liberal hour. News of the burgeoning Civil Rights Movement poured
in like a torrent - a demonstration in
Albany; a speech by Martin Luther
King; or an interview with the magnetic Bob Moses, a field director of the
Student Non-Violent Coordinating
Committee who was spearheading the
voting rights movement in the most
intractable counties in Mississippi. The
twice-weekly columns of James
Wechsler or Murray Kempton of the
New York Post had the power of poetry.
In Baton Rouge, we learned, three
Snick members were being held on capital charges. They included Dion
Diamond and Charles McDew, both
black, and a white Alabaman named
Bob Zellner. 'That white boy Zellner is
the brains of the outfit," a Baton Rouge
police official helpfully explained to
curious reporters.
In late July of 1962, sitting in the
bustling student dining room at
Harvard, I unfolded my Times and let
my eye drift lazily across the page.
There, beneath the headline "Sheriff
Harasses Negroes/ at Voting Rally in
Georgia," was the article that historian
Taylor Branch was to characterize as
"the most remarkable news dispatch of
the civil rights era." Times southern
correspondent Claude Sitton had
returned to Albany, GA from his
Atlanta headquarters when mass
marches and arrests had resumed during the summer months. The Snick
staff was in "the counties," where their
efforts had triggered nocturnal shootings and church-burnings that had
shaken the local leaders and their student allies but hardly halted their campaign. Sherrod learned that local
whites planned to disrupt the next
"mass meeting" at Sasser's Mount
Olive Church_ Three seasoned correspondents - Pat Watters and Bill Shipp
of the Atlanta Constitution/ Journal,
and Sitton himself -accepted Sherrod's

invitation to make the half-hour trip
from Albany. The three newsmen sat
shoulderto-shoulder in the front row.
AB though on cue, 13 men - including
two sheriffs, a gaggle of deputies and
several ''roughly dressed'' civilians -"clumped'' into the church minutes
after Sherrod had called the meeting to
order. With only a pencil and pad, the
Georgia-bred Sitton must have had
adrenaline in his fingertips. Watching,
listening, with his pencil flying, he
knew that a cultural world had materialized before his eyes. Deep in the article, Sitton turned his attention to the
Snick workers who were there:
'Two workers of the student committee active in Terrell County," Sitton
wrote, "were present as the meeting
opened with a hymn, 'Pass Me Not, Oh
Gentle Saviour.' They are Charles
Sherrod... and Ralph Allen, 22, a white
student at Trinity College, from
Melrose, Mass."
I saw stars. I had "reminded"
myself to phone Ralph in Melrose. But
Ralph Allen - Trinity's Ralph Allen was there - in Sasser - with Snick!
How he had got there I could hardly
wait to know! But this was the only
spur I needed! My college days had
worked their magic: for almost 18
months, my friends and I had followed
the Southern Civil Rights Movement
with loving attention. ''The Negro students of the South are teaching us how
to be citizens," said Tripod editor
George Will in his spare, cool style. He
was right. But for me there was something more: I had eyes to see.
In early September, I joined Ralph
in the southwest Georgia city of Albany
(pronounced AL-BENNY) about 60
miles north of Valdosta, where Haynes
and Mary Turner had been murdered
just over 40 years before. Here Ralph
and I had come to join the organization
now made famous by a thousand news
dispatches and columns such as
Wechsler's report from the Baton
Rouge jail. After igniting the Albany
movement, Snick's "field directors" had
inaugurated a voter registration movement among the black citizens in the
agricultural counties north and west of
the city.
I have never been happier than I
was on the day I arrived in Albany.
Because of the saturation coverage of
the movement by reporters such as
Claude Sitton, the author of the Sasser
dispatch, I knew almost all the names
of the Snick southwest Georgia staff.
They welcomed me with smiles, handshakes, backslaps, quips, boisterous
laughter and some "movement stories."
Oh the stories! The excitement of enter
ing this world was indescribable. After
only hours in Albany, I was giddy with
anticipation. About 10:00 pm, seven of
us piled into a tiny Nash Rambler for
the trip to what the Snick staff called
''the counties." At Carolyn Daniels's
four-room house in Dawson, we opened
a package of hot dogs. The house shook
with boisterous laughter as we milled
about. AB I recall, I was carrying a pan
of water to the stove. What happened to
the pan, I do not know.
''Persons unknown'' had selected
that moment to attack Carolyn
Daniels's house. Two of us were slightly
injured. After a time, I found myself
standing in a hospital waiting room
flanked by two hulking deputies.
Suddenly the door was thrown open,
and a thin, dapper man wearing a
sparkling white shirt entered with a
brisk, rapid stride. This was the doctor.
He turned to me with a quick motion
and spoke in a clipped, icy tone: ''What
are you doing sleeping with niggers?"
I answered him with a short
speech - the Snick speech. I do not
claim to remember the words. But I do
remember that they came easily and
naturally. I briefly explained our pur
pose - to help black people achieve
their civil rights. I knew how he felt.

His world seemed imperiled. But no
one aimed to abridge the private rights
of white citizens. On that evening and
on other occasions during my year in
Georgia, I felt a calm assurance, a
moral certitude that induced a kind of
euphoria. We represented - we were
armed with - the American idea. I car
ried copies of the state and federal constitutions, and one or two thick
"reports" of the newly established
United States Commission on Civil
Rights. These documents formed for us
an aegis, a coat of mail. On the streets
of Leesburg, in Lee County, an agitated
citizen wheeled his truck around and
stopped with a jerky motion a few yards
away from where my partner and I
were standing. ''I bet you came f'um
Castro's workshops!" he shouted. "Oh
no," I said. 'Tm an American." While
speaking, I drew out the Constitution of
the United States, and held it high, as
a country preacher holds his Bible at
the peak moment of his sermon. My
nervous friend seemed confounded.
With an abrupt motion, he stepped
back, as though I had brandished a
weapon in his face. Without a word, he
leapt into his truck and drove away.
Something had unnerved him. Perhaps
he had frozen in a foxhole at the Bulge.
We were both proud Americans. Had
the Constitution now become in his
eyes what it had once been to the radical abolitionists - "a covenant with
hell"? He had to decide: surely this was
the climactic battle. The "standard
maxim" had been taken out of the attic
and dusted off for the last time. On the
evening news, President Kennedy
reproached those who had fired into a
house in McComb. The whole world
was watching the free world colossus
whose might had destroyed the
Japanese navy and put Nazis in the
dock at Nuremberg, where they
enjoyed the rights of defendants under
American constitutional law. Tiny
Leesburg might now be in the spotlight.
After hours of canvassing, my teenaged companion was given a tonguelashing by the Lee County registrar. He
composed himself, then spoke in a loud
voice, "You can't hurt me! If anything
happens to me, people will come here
from all over the worldr'
I have tried to convey the missionary hopes that were stirred by my first
months in Georgia. I cherish my Snick
days even more now than in the past,
because I now see that Ralph and I
arrived in Albany just in the nick of
time. Snick's southwest Georgia project
director, the Reverend Charles
Sherrod, was a devout Christian who
embraced the ideal of ''the Beloved
Community." The young Snick was
enjoying a time of harmony, hope and
concord. At a Snick retreat at a Georgia
conference center in the fall of 1962,
Chairman Charles McDew told the
assemblage that he was obligated to
tell us that he had found a number or
condoms; holding one high, he looked at
us as though he was a downcast father.
He urged us to tend to the urgent business at hand - the remaking of
America. Late that night, as we lay on
bunk beds, Reggie Robinson's imitation
of a black country preacher convulsed
me, and reduced me to tears. Looking
back, it is not too much to say that I
was gushing tears of laughter, tears of
joy, and, yes, tears of thanks and disbelief that the hand of Fate had brought
me to this place where I could actually
befriend these extraordinary characters. The Mississippi workers enchanted me; they were the mountain men of
Snick : in the parking lot at Fisk
University, during our Nashville conference, I saw the cars of the
Mississippi field secretaries, side by
side, with the familiar county plates:
WALTHALL, ISSAQUENA, SUNFLOWER, PIKE, AMITE, LEFLORE,
HINDS. Here was Snick before the
crack-up, which was only three years
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At Voting Rally in Georgia:
By CLAUDE SITTON'
BPtd&I
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SASSER, Ga., July 26-"We want our colored people
to go on living like they have for the la.st hundred years,"
said Sheriff Z. T. Mathewe of Terrell County. Then be
- - - 'turned and glanced disapprovingly at the thirty•eight
Negroes and two whites
away.
gathered in the Mount Olive;
Snick's Julian Bond had predicted
Baptist Church here
during the sit-in movement that the
night for a voter-registration
work of the Second Reconstruction
rally.
would be accomplished in five years. He
"1 tell yau, eap'n, we're a j

lastl'.

was not entirely wrong: the breakthrough legislation of 1964 and 1965
was the beginning of the end of legalized, state-enforced segregation and the
disfranchisement of millions of black
southerners. But ironically, when 1965
arrived, Snick was splintering, close to
collapse, and buffeted by rancorous
feuds. Some Snick veterans were calling on all white workers to go home. Too
many souls had died, too many crimes
remained unpunished, too many promises remained unfulfilled. Perhaps
most important, cynical, calculating
politicians had coldly rebuffed the petition of the Mississippi Freedom
Democrats to be seated as the ''loyal''
state delegation at the Atlantic City
convention. Yet the delegates were
''local people" such as Fannie Lou
Hamer who had kept faith with
America's "standard maxim" while others had flouted, mocked, desecrated
and befouled it. For her faith in
America, Mrs. Hamer was expelled
from her boss's property,persecuted,
threatened, and beaten to a pulp at the
Wmona County jail. For her faith in
America, she might have died! Yet at
Atlantic City, she avowed - with great
reluctance, even sadness -that she now
"questioned America." "Questioned!"
Mrs. Hamer was not H. ''Rap" Brown.
She might doubt America. But she
could not hate America, her very faith.
Were she alive, Mrs. Hamer would
certainly have celebrated the "people's
verdict" of November 4. A black manhis mother a white Kansan, his father a
Kenyan who had worked as a goatherd
under African skies - was elected president of the United States. One of the
most shocking - and least noticed moments of the campaign came when a
Georgia Republican proclaimed that
Obama was "uppity." Uppity? Could it
be that this misguided soul is ignorant
of the history of his state and nation?
This I do not know. But I do know
this: had Barack and Michele Obama
uttered indiscrete words or revealed a
bad "attitude" at the wrong place while
the world was being "made safe for
democracy" - or during the short career
of President Kennedy's Camelot - they
might have been beaten, exiled, shot,
hanged or burned alive. This we ought
to know, and this we ought to ponder.
For anyone who knows these things
will understand why the scrawling of a
toxic term on a dormitory wall - a term
that has been weighted down by history as Emmett Till's tiny body was
weighted down by a cast-off cotton gin
fan before he was tossed into the
Tallahatchie River - will bring loud
condemnation and even punishment.
But I would say to such an offender:
let's talk - perhaps for a long time. I
will not let the word "racist'' distract or
confuse us. This word is nothing more
than a brand or a label. It allows us to
classify or identify someone or something in a way that we find congenial
and comforting. We use it because it is
convenient to us. It has absolutely no
explanatory power. It is an impediment to understanding, not a tool of
enlightenment. If we describe someone
as a "racist," we ought to be prepared
for a protracted, almost exhaustive voyage of discovery. But many who use
that word believe that its mere repetition permits us to end the inquiry!
But this will not do. As a historian,
I know that nothing - nothing - is ever
as it seems.
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Our journey has been rough.
Here we've been taught six million
ways to kill our souls. Here we've
been stripped naked, thrown into
the fire and left to be roasted by
insults from faculty and students
alike. Like carcasses left to rot in
the desert we've beoome prey to vultures. Here we are, dead walking
students, patiently waiting for
another racial incident to take us
back t.o the battle that our parents
fought already. What more needs to
be said about the hypocrisy that
has been forced into our mouths to
choke truths down our throats.
Imagine a revolution.
There was once a time when
talks over a cocktail were a shoulder from which we could dry our
tears, but those days done gone t.o
where they belong - buried at the
hall's cemet.ery. Image a revolution.
Nothing compares to the mountains we've to climb over the next
few years to get t.o that paradise,
where nobody is subjected to a
social hierarchy taint.ed with
racism. Our paradise is not going to
be given to us. We are going to build
it with the grease from our skin and
strength from our broken hearts.
Imagine a revolution.
Who is our ally? U>Ok around
and you will see him in the eyes of
a racist, a homophobic, a sexist and
a xenophobic. At least there is a sincere candor from these audacious
brothers and sisters, but not from
the rest of 'llinity. I can hear James
Baldwin's :roo:>rd Fire Next 'lime
being played over and over in my
head. 'llinity's optional ignorance to
her heritage of bigotry has transformed even the good-hearted

among us int.o devils. A brother
was asked to describe a racist and
this is what he said, ''A white,
blonde, blue eyed, khaki-dressing
student." Wake up from your sleep
Blacktams, seize the reigns of the
horse and ride on. Imagine a revolution.
We have among us patients
who need to be treat.ed of their diseases. We have a pandemic pos·
sessing even our newest members
in our community. Having freedom
of speech does not mean attacking,
with fabricated information, instnr
ments that have been deployed into
our community to shelter minorities. Such actions, like those by our
brother, Alberto Martinez '12, show
how far 'llinity has failed us as an
institution of higher education.
Who is being schooled and who is
being educated? Our young genius,
Mr. Martinez '12, shows how successful Trinity has managed to
school many but failed to educate
even more. It is this cancer that is
passed on to freshmen that makes
it right to fabricate information and
present attractive criticism to a productive program that has helped
many minority students, the writer
included, opt to continue college
instead of dropping out. Imagine a
revolution.
What exactly is going on in the
science department? Are we really
allowing social experiments on stu·
dents of color's intelligence go on
without condemnation? Rise
Blacktams rise. There are no other
gallant warriors than you who can
uproot this amateur professional·
ism. What about tenure and predators? We know quite well how
tenure has shielded predators on
this campus. Why should we continue to groan in silence with this

USING HISTORY AS A
GUIDING LIGHT
Dr. SCOTT GAC
VISTING ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF
HISTORY AND AMERICAN STUDIES

Uncertainty requires leadership, which is often found through
the study of history. In the past
few weeks fve wat.ched the Trinity
community move from outrage to
confusion. What to make of the
post.ed message, its content and
purpose? I do not yet know. I do
know, however, that on the same
day we, as a nation, elected our
first African American President,
we, as citizens of these stat.es united, struck a serious blow against a
more inclusive society - banning
gay marriage in three places while
forbidding same-sex couples from
adopting children in another.
Progress, as hist.ory shows,
rarely advances in grand, linear
fashion. Abraham Lincoln, ima~
ining blacks and whites unable to
live free and together in America,
sent 453 former slaves to Cow
Island near Haiti in mid-April
1863- ''It is better for us both to be
separated," he said. Frederick
Douglass, in the post-Civil War
age, began speaking of racial dis·
tinctions he formerly refuted,
claiming the black man ''naturally' endowed for warmer climes -

he '<walks, labors, and sleeps in the
sunlight unharmed." Yet Lincoln
would declare the Cow Island
endeavor a failure, repatriate
those shipped away, and abandon
the idea of colonization; Douglass,
in the years before his death, again
would change his mind on race
when drawn to the anti-lynching
campaigns of the 1890s. If anything truly defines American life
over time it has been the fluidity of
whom and what should be included in it.
Our society is not static, just as
apt to move forward as back, and
thus it takes constant effort to
effect
meaningful
change.
Communication in times of
mishap is key. Indra Nooyi, who
as the CEO of PepsiC,o hears from
hundreds of people each day, sorts
through messages, good and bad,
with advice given by her father:
"always assume positive intent."
It's an attitude that is admittedly
difficult to summon on occasion,
but, perhaps as we, the 'frini.ty
community, look to :roo:>ncile the
recent event with our feelings and
ideas as individuals and as a collectivity, we can put such sage
counsel int.o play, continue our conversations, and continue to learn.

hopelessness chewing on our intestines? Blacktams, today we make a
stand that no longer shall our
humanity be questioned in order to
acknowledge our intelligence.
Imagine a revolution.
We are not going anyway, we
are here to stay. This is not just our
home but we own this place. We
own the books in the library, we
own Mather, we own all the dorms,
we own the sports fields, we own
the chapel, we own all the quads,
but most of all we own our lives.
Blacktams, we need to start mak·
ing elegant strides of ownership to
this place because 'llinity is not
complete without colored Bantams.
We need you in decisiomnaking
committees, we need you in academic disciplinary councils, we
need you in places where the black
armor that coats our bodies
becomes the source of our isolation.
How would they continue to ignore
our existence when our shining
armor dazzles their eyes wherever
they turn? Imagine a revolution.
We have gone through a rough
time but that struggle is over. The
time has come to revolutionize this
place, strip it for what it is, make
everybody face our legacy of bigotry
and demand that we get respect
just as much as we have, for too
long, respected those around us. Do
not wony about those that have
strayed away from our solidarity to
confine themselves to cliques that
use them as puppets, in due time
they will come back. The effects of
double consciousness are difficult to
get rid of: but are not impossible. Do
not forget to pray for their spirits as
well, for when Vernon catches fire,
wheat shall be separat.ed from
straw. Do not harbor rage in your
sacred hearts, be bold and inno-

cently dangerous. Imagine a revolution.
C,ourageous Blacktams, I plead
your case as one who has been
pushed as low as chauvinism can
take you. I have felt the cold flames
biting on my marrow. I have seen
with my eyes how pleasurable a

meal our depression, cynicism
dispirited cause have been t.o
'llinity. That's why I am making
this SOS to all Blacktams, whetle-you are male or female, freshman
or senior, Christian or Muslim,
Atheist or Gn~. We share a oom·
mon agenda, let us together fight.

DIALOGUE: Tiu Preacher and tlu Slal'e by Ngonidzasbe Tengatenga '11
"Time tells the unfolding certainties we burry in our hearts.
It breezes over dry wounds unveilin$ self deception.
Silently, time partners us with anxiety in the dance of life.
Time will tell. Time tells. Time has said.
Time is the language of life.
Time is the decay of masquerades.
Time tells the unfolding certainties we burry in our hearts."

Darkness .... .
Sound .. ..
Light .. ..
Why do I remember death with each breath I take? In haste to kiss the
future I swallow our past. In order for a creation of creatures, locked in
this Eden, to embrace Mandela 's rainbow we ought to look the serpent in
the eye. We are slaves enslaved in the gutters of pigmentation. Darkeness!
Sound .... .
Light .. ..

Yestemight I beard iron knuckles knocking on Uncle Tom's cabin. I
beard slants of rain strip flesh from Kunta's back. Where was the god of
the klan? I heard chokea voices come through the flute in New Orleans. In
Mississippi I could not rescue the preacher's words lynched by a noose.
Only a fool thinks be can silence grief. Sound!
"Remember:
The slaves
are niggers,
coons,
barbarians."
"I'm goin~ to deep my soul in the river.
There the Baptist stands with redemption flowing
From the broken vessels in his hands.
It takes a seed of wisdom
To OP.en the eyes of the blind intellectuals,
Who exalt themselves beyond places clouds reach .
There at the river the sound of water crashing on rocks
Sips down my throat, quenching a thirst
knowledge left .
Through these ears, I drink the eyes of my adversaries.
The river Jordan, lover of my soul."

Light .... ..
Sound .. ..
Darkness .. ..
I sing because my sorrows are unbearable. I sing because I thirst for
living waters.
I sing because I've seen man at his worst.
Quench my throat blood of Jesus. Quench my soul heart of man.
I long to be freed from this gutter of pigmentation, I seek the light.

ENGAGEMENT KEY TO MOVING FORWARD
CHRISTOPHER HAGER
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH

Communities
cohere
because
their
members
believe they are, in some
important respect, similar to
each other - not that they
are all the same, of course,
but simply that they share
something with the power to
trump their differences.
Members of the faculty have
a certain advantage in discerning and appreciating the
similarities that unite you.
You see each other in the
dining hall, at parties, clus·
tered together in dorm
rooms - places where boundaries among social groups
are at their most pronounced. We see you in the
classroom,
where
those
boundaries are diminished.
You rarely share in the many
solitary hours your peers
spend with book in hand or
fingers
on
keyboard,
wrestling with tough ques·
tions, learning how to think,
expressing ideas. We read
what you write. From a fac·
ulty member's perspective,
stereotypes are shattered
everyday. A minority stu·

dent who sits quietly to one
side of the classroom, seemingly too timid to join the
discussion, submits a boldly
assertive essay. An athlete
some students perceive as
brusque and inarticulate
writes an elegant and sensitive interpretation of a
poem. A young woman at
whose apparently militant
politics other students seem
to bristle discloses in office
hours an inner conflict about
her views.
Two students
whose paths almost never
cross outside the classroom
discover by discussing an
assigned reading that they
share an impassioned view
about art and culture.
What you all have in common - not just by virtue of
the fact that you were
admitted to Trinity but,
more importantly, by virtue
of your daily devotion to the
work of being here - is that
you all have what it takes to
be intellectuals. It is one of
the signal rewards of teaching you to be reminded often
of how broad and deep and
widespread among you is
your capacity for intellectual
life. Your daily lives do not

necessarily provide you with
the glimpse into each other's
minds that I get each day.
For that reason, it is far
more challenging for you to
find the common ground
beneath you than it is for me
simply to say that it is
there. But if you show your
peers your brains, and - the
most difficult but most
important part - do everything you can to witness
theirs, you may discover
that while you certainly
don't all think alike, you are
all alike in thinking. Every
time someone brushes off an
attempt to talk about ideas
as nerdy or pedantic; every
time someone wants to pose
a provocative question, or
make an intellectual-sound·
ing remark, and shrinks
from it; every time a conver·
sation turns shallow (or,
worse, turns to gossip) and
no one who's bothered tries
to turn it back, intolerance
has been given room to grow,
and everyone has lost the
chance to learn from the
assembled brainpower of
this institution - the one
endowment whose return we
ourselves control.
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Message from the
President's Council on Campus Climate
The President's Council on Campus Climate (CCC) persists in its efforts to
implement recommendations to improve campus climate such that all persons
experience the Trinity College community as hospitable as well as intellectually
and personally transformative. While each semester brings with it new trials in
our struggles against racism, this semester was remarkable for the sustained
attentiveness of faculty, staff, and especially student leaders in seeking to over
come social injustice. Without a doubt, the economic uncertainty that now besets
us will require ongoing focus on our mission and even greater clarity of purpose as
new challenges arise. The Council wishes both to keep the community informed of
its work and to invite all members of Trinity College to engage us as partners in a
campus-wide movement. Here's what we're up to now:
• The Council on Campus Climate will launch "Let's Talk Trinity'' next semes·
ter. Members of the Council will host community conversations over lunch or dinner in Mather Hall. All will be welcome to visit the Campus Climate Comer to
meet, greet, debate and relate around issues of race, class, gender, and the quality
of life at Trinity. Is there change we can believe in here? Keep your eyes and ears
open for times and days as the new semester begins. Contact Chaplain Read for
more information.
• Thanks to IT, Communications, the Calendar Office, and others members of
the Trinity staff, the Council will launch universal calendar software for the whole
campus that will significantly improve the presentation and exchange ofinforma·
tion about events and activities; will facilitate the coordination of programs and
activities; and will provide everyone-administration, faculty, staff, and especially
students---greater access to planning resources while streamlining administrative
procedures. Further questions about communications vehicles have arisen along
with this project, and the Council's ad hoc committee on communications technol·
ogy will pursue these concerns. For more information and involvement, contact
Chaplain Read.
• Common Hour, approved by the Curriculum Committee to begin in academic
year 2008·09 as an experiment, is scheduled on Thursdays from 12:15 to 1:30 pm.
This time period is set aside to reduce scheduling pressures on the campus and
allow for the entire campus to come together and enjoy the events. Any group with
a good idea for a Common Hour event is encouraged to put forth a proposal.
These gatherings have been very successful so far, averaging an attendance of
more than 50 participants per event. One event, "Lincoln and the Politics of
Slavery and Race" hosted over 100 people to discuss issues directly effecting the
nation, both 200 years ago, and today.
• The CCC and the Director of Student Activities have begun talking with a
psychology professor at another institution who has done some very interesting
research on techniques to reduce interracial anxiety among strangers. We are con·
sidering applying these techniques to new student orientation next fall, which
would constitute a significant step for our community and for research on race
relations.
• This academic year's co-curricular initiatives have met with great success.
Fifty students enrolled in the first in a series of mini-courses being taught by
Professors Gail Woldu and Emily Musil entitled ''Roots, Race, Rights: Hip-hop ..."
A second initiative, ''Lincoln..." led by Professors Christopher Hager & ... has met
with great success. For more information about how to register and participate in
these courses for credit or for fun, please contact the instructors of Associate Dean
'lbm Mitzel.
• Work is underway on a co-curricular initiative for the 2009-2010 academic
year to commemorate the fortieth anniversary of co-education at Trinity. We hope
to involve faculty, current students, staff, and alumni, and to reach out to other col·
leges in the region that also moved to co-education at about the same time. The
steering committee is always looking for volunteers, especially students. For more
informatiqn please email Gary Reger.
• The Council, in conjunction with representatives from the Campus Climate
Committee of SGA, has reviewed a draft revision of the campus harassment poli·
cy previously vetted by Human Resources. The draft, incorporating suggested
changes, will be submitted for review by the faculty Academic Freedom
Committee, and the Dean of Students staff.
• The Council has recommended that 'lrin.ity seek support from the Consortium
on High Achievement and Success (CHAS) to host a conference in fall 2009 for student leaders from member campuses to consider strategies to create campus envi·
ronments that are inclusive, safe, and open. Founded and housed at 'lrin.ity since
2000, CHAS is composed of 37 private, selective liberal arts colleges and small uni·
versities dedicated to promoting high achievement, leadership and engagement,
with a focus on promoting success among students of color.
• The Vernon Allen Initiative remains alive, with houses now in the hands of
their rightful owners but we have had some setbacks in the construction process.
The 'lreehouse and Bayt al Salaam are in the process of gathering furniture and
should be going concerns next semester. They are smaller houses and will only be
able to host fairly small events. The I-House and The Mill will require more work.
We hope to have the architectural plans and the full assessment of what needs to
be done by the end of this semester. The unknowns are whether we need to
upgrade electrical systems or abate asbestos. We know that we have to upgrade
the fire reporting systems. This said, Dean Alford can report that activity has
already begun at the Mill. As Warren Zevon sings in Mohammed's Radio , ''He's
been up all night listening to his drum, hoping that the righteous just might, just
might co~e."
Please feel free to contact members of the Council on Campus Climate with
questions, comments, and concerns.

We asked faculty Ineinbers

for their impressions of
Campus Climate ...
''Let me give you my definition of "racism": most people don't work from
my definition L..J Racism is a systemic issue. That's how I approach racism."
''My whole goal is to get the college to deal with the issue by talking about
the issue l..J The most important thing it to get students talking about these
issues. Let them struggle with them."
''I'm not the devil with horns. I'm just constantly asking, 'Why?' I'm doing
stuff like that to challenge you and make you think. That's why I'm at
Trinity College."

Dr. Johnny Williams
Associate Professor of Sociology

'The fi.rst thing that comes to mind is that I think it's been unfortunate
that some of these recent events, including the post on TrinTalk, have taken
place. It wasn't as though it was a legitimate posting. That makes it easy to
assume that racism isn't an issue on campus. I think that whole episode was
unfortunate because it got people upset as it was just an experiment to see
how people would react. It's easy to say that because it was a bogus post, we
don't really need to talk about it.
''I attended the Conversations over a Cocktail just after the post on
TrinTalk and we were given the option to talk about whatever we wanted
and naturally we went right into talking about the post.
''I wonder what the problem really is. Is it the type of students that
Trinity attracts or something greater than that?''

Peter Mazur
Visiting Assistant Professor of Classics

''I'm struck by the extent that there's not a culture of ideas that exist on
other college campuses. This questions appeals towards racial climate but I
link my response to a larger issue. At the end of the day, it's a culture of the
exchange ofideas, a shared set of the full range of ideas available to engage
in discussion, which is the basis for .friendship and unity."

Gregory Smith
Professor of Politcal Science

''I don't think Trinity, based on my experience, is necessarily unique in
regards to this issue ... There was a similar incident when I was in grad
school at Brown, when conservative writer David Horowitz purchased an ad
in the student newspaper about why he believed reparations were a bad
idea. People were outraged, disappointed, and there were protests and a
forum. History has taught us that [racism] is a difficult issue to solve and an
uncomfortable issue to address. The Trinity experience seems no different.
Through discourse, people can become a ware of the issues and problems, and
it's difficult to address a problem if you don't understand it. {Discourse] is
only the fi.rst step, but it's an important fi.rst step. Open honest discourse
requires... people to have a self-awareness why separate pockets exist on
campus, for institutional or personal reasons. Both need to be understood
and answered."
''I didn't notice a tension as a student here. At the time, Trinity was begin·
ning to accept and embrace its role as a neighbor of the community. Before,
it had tried to isolate itself. The questions were what effect would this have
on campus culture, and what effect would it have on the community? The
idea for the Learning Corridor was conceived while I was an undergrad here.
I don't really remember any incidents similar to this one, or any issues that
expressed concern. [But] these issues are now more public, with things like
campus-wide email. Comparing Trinity incidents to those of other schools is
instructive, especially if there is a problem unique to Trinity, by examining
other institutions an the issues that have come up there, it might better help
us to understand the issue at Trinity and more generally."

Anthony Dell'Aera '98
Visiting Assistant Professor of Political Science

''It is false to judge by the incidents, because they will always happen.
What is important is the response. The point is to make a statement - that
we have zero tolerance. The job at Trinity is to transform the bigots and ere·
ate a place where everyone is safe and allied."

Cheryl Greenberg
Chaplain Allison Read, Co-Chair
Professor Gary Reger, Co-Chair

Paul E. Raether Distinguished Professor of History

Unsettling Times: A Condensed Account ofOur History
AS DETAILED BY J. RONARD SPENCER
A

t a time when the US. is congratulating itself on electing its first African-American president and Trinity can

congratulate itself that this year's entering class has the higliest percentage of students of color in the past five year , it may provid useful perspective to turn
our attention back to the 1960s and early '70s, when those outcomes were virtually unimaginable. We can now see, however, that those were the years when
both country and college were embarking on a winding, sometimes tortuous journey that ultimately led to the results we now eel brate. The following
vignettes, drawn almost randomly from memory, are mainly about Trinity, but they often mirror developments in the larger society.

•

1960: Lunch counter sit-ins in Greensboro, N.C. mark the start of the southern civil rights movement ... Trinity's 1000-man student body includes fewer
than 10 egroes (the term preferred then), four or five students from Africa, and about the same number of Korean (not Korean-American) students ... o
one even thinks of enrolling Latinos.
1961: Freedom rides are met with police violence in the deep South as the civil rights movement steps up its assault on Jim Crow ... Responding to an
inquiry about the paucity of Negro students, a senior administrator says he would like Trinity to enroll more of them but cautions against admitting egroes
who "won't be a credit to their race"! (Just a decade earlier, a trustee told a new admissions officer to remember that "there are too many niggers and too
many Jews.")
1962: Two Trinity students, Jack Chatfield '64 and the late Ralph W Allen '64, leave school to work in a voter registration drive in southwest Georgia organized by the Student on-Violent Coordinating Committee ("Snick"). They are inspired by the movement's moral clarity and commitment to direct action,
as well as their reading of Albert Camus. ("Camus, you son of a bitch, you had no right to die," writes a Wesleyan student in a poeti tribut to one of our generation's intellectual heroes) ... The student body's reaction ranges from admiration through indifference to hostility. Many students are puzzled about why
they are doing something that seems so outlandish.
When Ralph and two "Snick" comrades are arrested on trumped up charges of "criminal anarchy" - a capital offense - roughly 75 students and a handful of
faculty members march down Broad Street to the state capitol to urge the governor to intercede with Georgia's governor on the men's behalf ... Before the
marchers set off, President Albert C. Jacobs, a man of great dignity and even greater reserve who isn't used to attending
protest rallies, addres es them
by the Bishop's statue; he praises Ralph and Jack as latter-day abolitionists ... The same trustee mentioned earlier tells The Tripod that he doesn't hire blacks
because they are lazy, just as he doesn't hire redheads because they are hot-tempered; but he insists that in neither case is he "prejudiced." (Later, he denies
having said any of this, but I heard it with my own ears.)

•

1963: In the same year as the historic March on Washington, the civil rights movement comes orth, forcing often smug northerners to recognize that the
South has no monopoly on racism and discrimination ... Several white Trinity students, prompted by Jack and Ralph's e ample, join with young Hartford
blacks to found the orth End Community Action Project. It holds the city's first sit-in, at a white-owned restaurant on orth Main Street that had never
hired a black waiter or waitress. After arrests and more demonstrations, the owner finally agrees to reconsider his employment practices ... The notorious Bull
Connor unleashes police dogs and high-power fire hoses on civil rights protesters in Birmingham ... I resist the temptation to punch out a fellow student who
says the demonstrators got what they deserved.

•

1964: A sweeping Civil Rights Act passes Congress that, among other benefits, outlaws Jim Crow in public accommodations ... Three young men participating in the Mississippi Freedom Summer - one black, two white - are murdered and their bodies dumped in an earthen damn.

1965 - 67: Congress passes a landmark Voting Rights Act that will ultimately end seven-plus decades of black disenfranchisement in the South ... Racial
riots - some prefer to call them insurrections - occur in over 200 cities ... Malcolm Xis assassinated ... Demands for black power are increasingly commonplace ... The number of black students at Trinity grows, but only modestly.

•

1968: Martin Luther King is assassinated in April, triggering a massive new wave of urban rioting ... A member of the English Department pitches a tent
south of the Chapel and holds an around-the-clock vigil against racism ... Demanding increased black enrollment and more financial aid for the disadvantaged, students sit-in outside a trustee executive committee meeting in Downes 201 ... After tense negotiations, the protesters finally allow the trustees to
depart ... Controversy roils the campus for the rest of the semester and beyond ... The board of trustees does increase financial aid for black students (which
apparently it was already planning to do), but imposes "disciplinary probation" on the sit-in participants. That precipitates a confrontation with the faculty
over who has the righ t to discipline students ... The student senate pledges $15,000 a year for additional aid to disadvantaged stud nts. Fors :veral years, most
of the money comes from students' voluntary contributions, but as commitment wanes, the pledge has to be paid out of the student fee.

•

1969 - 76: The Trinity Association of egroes becomes the Trinity Coalition of Blacks, a change in nomenclature reflecting black pride and heightened
militancy ... A Black Cultural Center (later Umoja House) is established on Vernon Street ... Students demand that a black journalist here on a one-semester visiting professorship be given a permanent position. This triggers a crisis that necessitates probably the only Saturday afternoon faculty meeting in the
College's history ... An offer is made, but the journalist declines, apparently having been told by a group of leading black Democrats that he has no political
future in Hartford ... Among the most ardent advocates of the journalist is one of the llinity's first Chinese-American students ... Other "firsts" include the
first Latino students, first tenure-track black faculty member, and first black trustee ... The black student population slowly increas s ... fi w poorly prepared
black students drop out, but most make the grade, some members of this pioneering generation going on to leading law, m dical, and other graduate schools
.. . Racial tensions simmer below the surface and sometimes break into the open, leading on at least two occa ion to violent encounters, one at the housing
lottery, the other at the library ... An arch-conservative Tripod columnist causes a furor when h e publishes several anti-affirmative action pol mies that much
of the campus sees as racist. ... Charges of racism fly when what purports to be a Ku Klux Klan r cruiting po ter i found taped to a dorm room door. The
occupant spends some anxious hours before it is d termined that he had nothing to do with tlie poster ... A on-Western Studies major is created that includes
a Black Studies concentration.
If my time, the Tripod's space, and the reader's patience permitted, these vignettes could be extended through the next three decades and down to today. But
this is a piece about origins, not endings. So suffice it to say that the journey continued, not smoothly or linearly, with retreats as well a ad ances, and occasional side trips up byways leading nowhere. o one should think that the journey is over, that either the Colleg or the country has attained what Lincoln
called "perfect equality." Indeed, such perfection may be beyond human capacity. But the journey will continue, in this spirit, one hopes, e pressed in a southern freedom song - "ain't gonna to let nobody turn me 'round."
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